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It’s critical to massage the calves in an upward, rolling or wave-like 
fashion. This patented Figure-Eight® Technology circulates blood 
from the feet toward the core of the body, allowing fresh nutrients to 
re-enter the calves and feet for greater healing and soothing comfort. 
A CirQlation® massage delivers the very latest in three-dimensional, 
robotic technology. The HT-Reflex2 Foot & Calf Massager emulates 
the expert hands and techniques of highly trained massage 
therapists. Only Human Touch offers this patented technology.

Patented Figure-Eight® Technology 

Foot & Calf massagerCIRQLATION®

Targeted relief 
for feet and calves

Soothe. Renew. Relieve.



More Features for More Comfort

Soothes aching feet and calves

ERGONOMIC STYLING  
Enhanced tilt angle perfectly matches the 
body’s ergonomics for maximum comfort. 
The sleek, modern and compact unit has 
been stylishly designed to provide superior 
and effective relief at home or work. 

REMARKABLY LIFE-LIKE MASSAGE
Completely surrounds the feet and calves to 
deliver a fluid, highly effective massage that 
emulates the expert hands and techniques of 
highly trained massage therapists.  

Non-Skid Floor Protectors 

Floor protectors keep unit in 
place and ensure quiet operation.

Patented Figure-Eight 
Technology  

Stimulating Under-Foot 
Rollers

Powerful rollers just under the 
feet provide a robust massage 

to the sole and heels.

Massages calves in an 
upward, rolling or wave-like 
fashion, forcing blood away 

from the feet and toward the 
body’s core to improve blood 

flow and wellness.

Built-In Control Console 
Offers three auto-massage wellness programs.

Easy-Carry Handle

Part number: 200-Reflex2-001 (Black) 

1-Year Limited Warranty

Model number: Reflex2
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Ergonomic tilt 
angle provides 
targeted relief.

Onboard Control

A pulsating, kneading massage 
that improves circulation.

A continuous cycle of kneading 
and under-foot massage to relax 
and regenerate.

Three Automatic Wellness Programs

A brisk, effective kneading massage 
that provides continuous relief. 

Relieve
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Soothe
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Kneading with under-foot reflexology

3 Auto Wellness Programs

Black

Patented Robotic Massage®

Exclusive Figure-Eight Technology  

and Human Touch Technology® 

Non-skid floor protectors

18” L x 20” W x 16” H

21 lbs.

AC110-120V 60 Hz

50 Watts

BENEFITS 

•	 Figure-Eight	Technology	improves circulation

•	 Under-foot	reflexology	revives arches and heels

•	 Quick	recovery	for	over-stressed	feet

•	 Rejuvenates	muscles	after	long	periods of standing 

•	 Convenient,	effective	relief	at	home or work

“Figure-Eight Technology pampers tired, tender, and sore muscles. This foot-and-calf massager will enhance your life with improved 
circulation to the legs, relaxed essential postural muscles, and reduced pain and discomfort. Begin your day with this technology to 
energize and rejuvenate, and then end the day with a soothing, relaxing massage.“ – Jon L. Stucky, Doctor of Chiropractic


